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GERMAN OPERATIONAL
WAR PLANS
A “Global War” 1936-1945 Expansion
INTRODUCTION

Welcome to German Operations– the Global War 1936-1945 expansion that brings historical context and
focused German War Plans into your Global War game!

Set Contents
Kriegsmarine Roundel
Oberbefehlshaber West Roundel
Oberbefehlshaber Ost Roundel
Oberbefehlshaber Süd Roundel
Abwehr Roundel
Wunderwaffe Roundel
KG200 Roundel
German Partisans - 5

Credit: Bob Hatcher
PURCHASE HERE

OVERVIEW
These plans represent a unification of military plans with national resources and in some cases, diplomatic
engagement. They will be available for implementation each round and provide benefits exceeding their
expense because of the combined priority efforts by military, diplomatic, and economic elements within the
German Command.
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1.0 WAR PLANS DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPLEMENTATION
1.1 Development.
These war plans are not available until January 1938
Oberkommando der Wehrmacht (OKW), High Command of the Armed Forces is activated. Place all six
Command roundels (except KG200) in an opaque
cup. Once at war with another major power, Germany
can pay 15 IPP during Production Phase and draw
one roundel for implementation.

when

1.2 Implementation.
The roundel will focus Germany on a war plan
within the command represented. Germany has a
choice of war plans within that command and can
implement the best opportunity.
• Any units provided are placed immediately during The
Production Phase and are available to move and conduct combat. Any number
of other available units may be combined with these new units and participate in the attacks.
• If geo-political conditions necessary for the war plan are present, the war plan must be used this
round, it is a Chancellor and OKW directive. Failure to use the war plan results in no units or advantages and forfeit of the IPP.
• If no war plans can be activated because none of the necessary conditions for the war plans under
that command are present, Germany may draw another command roundel or set conditions immediately (i.e. by declaring war).
• Return the roundel to the cup once the plan is implemented.
• Advantages and restrictions only remain in effect this one and only turn unless otherwise stated.

1.3. Kriegsmarine
Surface Raids. Operation Berlin was a successful commerce raid performed by the German battleships
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau between January and March 1941. They sailed nearly 18,000 miles in 60 days
and destroyed or captured 22 ships. Success was enabled by the small size, speed, and agility while avoiding
engagement with large fleets.
• Provides two destroyers at any naval base owned by Germany.
• May move undetected through enemy occupied sea zones.
• Any number of naval units joining the same task force may move together up to six spaces. May move
after combat up to remaining spaces.
• May only engage fleets of smaller strength (only counting surface combat ships, not submarines or
transports) or reduce one or more convoy route values for this round.
Unterseeboote Raids. The First Happy Time was in 1940–41 in the North Atlantic and North Sea. The Second
Happy Time, also known among German submarine commanders as the “American shooting season”, was the
informal name in the Battle of the Atlantic during which Axis submarines attacked merchant shipping and Allied naval vessels along the east coast of North America.
• Provides four submarines at any naval/submarine base owned by Germany.
• May move undetected through enemy occupied sea zones.
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•
•

Any number of submarine units joining the same task force may move together up to six spaces. May
move after combat up to remaining spaces.
May only engage fleets of smaller strength (excluding transports) or reduce one or more convoy route
values for this round.

1.4 Oberbefehlshaber West
Fall Richard. Contingency planning for Soviet/communist takeover in Spain. Must attack Communist or Allied
occupied Spain and only available if France has fallen.
• Units may be placed in any location closest to Spain.
• Provides light tank, two infantry, one tactical bomber.
• Surprise attack, defender rolls -1 defense.
Seelöwe. Operation Sealion was Germany’s code name for the invasion of the United Kingdom. The following
supplemental plans were intended to reinforce the main landing. Must conduct a landing in England and at
least one of Iceland, Ireland, or Scotland.
• Units provided below may be placed in any Axis occupied coastal location facilitating the landings.
• Adlerangriff (Eagle Attack) effort to destroy the RAF prior to invasion. Preceded by attacks on shipping
known as Kanalkampf (Channel Battle). Provides +1 attack for all fighters.
• Operation Ikarus plan to invade Iceland. Provides one destroyer which may transport an infantry this
round only.
• Fall Grün planned invasion of Ireland. Provides one destroyer which may transport an infantry this
round only.
• Herbstreise (Autumn Journey) planned diversionary invasion of Scotland. Provides one destroyer
which may transport an infantry this round only.
Operation Attila occupation of Vichy France. This plan was drawn up in 1940 in case the French rejoined the
Allies or in case of an Allied threat to the south of France. An important aspect was the capture of the French
Navy. Operation Anton was the actual military occupation of Vichy France carried out by Germany and Italy in
November 1942.
• Units must be placed in Axis occupied France.
• Provides one medium tank, one mechanized.
• Must attack Vichy France.
• Any other units may join the attack.
• Provides surprise +1 attack to all units.
• Roll for captured French fleet after capturing Marseilles.
1-3: Join the Allies; Ships become Free French.
4-6: Scuttled, remove from game.
7-12: Join the Axis – Replace with German equivalent.
Operation Mondscheinsonate (Moonlight Sonata), was intended to destroy Coventry’s factories and industrial infrastructure. The initial wave of thirteen specially modified Heinkel (He) 111 aircraft were equipped
with X-Gerät navigational devices to guide the bomber fleet to their targets.
• Provides one fighter and one medium bomber.
• Units may be placed in any Axis airfield closest to the UK.
• Roll +1 attack as strategic bombing or ground attack in the UK.
Operation Tannenbaum (Fir Tree) was a planned invasion of Switzerland.
• Attack Switzerland with any available land units at +1 attack.
• Success shocks the financial world. Great Britain and French/Free French lose half income (rounded
down) this turn only.
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Wacht am Rhein counteroffensive in the Ardennes. Attack any location in Allied occupied France. Below are
supplemental plans and how they are implemented.
• Greif is an infiltration using troops disguised in Allied uniforms. Three German partisans are placed
in any location in Allied occupied France.
• Stösser is an airborne drop in support of the Wacht am Rhein. Place one paratrooper without interception in any adjacent Allied territory.
• Bodenplatte is a Luftwaffe support raid on Allied airbases. All aircraft +1 attack.

1.5 Oberbefehlshaber Ost
Lachsfang was a proposed combined German and Finnish attack against areas in Karella or Murmansk. Germany must attack from Finland.
• Units are placed in Finland.
• Provides one light tank, one artillery, and three infantry.
• Attack +1 all units.
Case Blue was the German Armed Forces’ name for its plan for the 1942 strategic summer offensive in southern Russia. The operation was a continuation of Operation Barbarossa and involved a two-pronged attack: one
from the Axis right flank against the oil fields of Baku, known as Operation Edelweiss, and one from the left
flank in the direction of Stalingrad along the Volga River, known as Operation Fischreiher.
• Must attack toward Caucuses.
• Units are placed in forward German locations on the East Front.
• Provides one tank, one mechanized, one artillery and two infantry.
• Attack +1 all units in all attacks against Russia this round.
Feuerzauber (Fire Magic) was a planned capture of Leningrad.
• Provides five infantry and one artillery.
• Units must be placed in Lubelskie (Poland) or within two territories adjacent to it and attack toward
Leningrad or territories nearby.
Unternehmen Zitadelle had the objective of pinching off the Kursk salient with attacks on the base of the
salient from north and south simultaneously.
• Units are placed in forward German location on the East Front.
• Must attack a Soviet location.
• Provides three heavy (if available) or four medium tanks.

1.6 Oberbefehlshaber Süd
Gertrud is the code name of the joint invasion plan for Turkey by Germany and Bulgaria.
• Units are placed in Bulgaria.
• Provides one light tank, one mechanized, one artillery, two infantry.
• Provides one German partisan in Kars.
• Must attack into Turkey.
• +1 attack all units against Turkey this round.
Operation Isabella was a German plan after the collapse of the Soviet Union to secure bases in Spain and
Portugal for the strangulation of Great Britain. The plan called for invasion of Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar and
forward operating bases in the Azores and Cape Verde Islands. Isabella assumed that the Spanish forces
would be sympathetic to the Axis and that the invasion of Spain would only be started to help the Spaniards
in case of an Allied invasion of the Iberian Peninsula.
• Units are placed in a German location in France and must be used to attack Spain. This plan may also
be used if portions of Spain is occupied by Allied troops, regardless of alignment.
• Provides light tank, two infantry, one tactical bomber.
• Every Spanish unit that rolls 10+ defense defects to Germany.
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Unternehmen Theseus was Panzerarmee Afrika
Rommel wished to forestall an Eighth Army offensive
with the proviso that an advance would stop at Tobruk in order to provide resources for the invasion
of Malta in August. May choose Herkules or Aïda.

attack in January 1942.

Unternehmen Herkules. An Italian-German
air and sea invasion of Malta. Two Fliegerkorps
with hundreds of Junkers Ju 52 transport
aircraft, gliders and about 200 Regia Aeronautica transport aircraft were assembled for
the invasion. The Italian navy assembled an
armada of converted civilian ships and mine
layers.
• Units are placed in Sicily and must be
used to attack Malta. Only these German units may attack
with Italian units on Italy’s turn this round.
• Provides one German transport (or strategic bomber if substituting) and one paratrooper.
• Provides one Italian infantry and artillery.
Unternehmen Aïda. After the capture of Tobruk in June, the advance by the Panzerarmee kept going.
The pursuit of a defeated enemy had more appeal than the hazards of the Malta operation. Herkules was
cancelled, in favor of Unternehmen Aïda, an invasion of Egypt to capture the Suez Canal. Panzerarmee
Afrika advanced into Egypt after the victory at Gazala in pursuit of the Eighth Army, which made a defensive stand at Mersa Matruh. Using supplies captured at Tobruk the Panzerarmee reached El Alamein.
Supplying the Axis forces so far east of Gazala became much harder, as most of their supplies had to be
delivered from Tripoli, 1,400 miles away.
• Units are placed in any Italian occupied African territory.
• Only these German units may attack with Italian units on Italy’s turn this round.
• Provides two German light tanks, three mechanized infantry.
• Attack -1 all ground units unless Malta and/or Gibraltar is in Axis hands.

1.7 Abwehr.
Implement any two of the following. This roundel may be held until both operations are conducted in any
following round. Return the roundel when the second plan is completed.
The Gran Sasso Raid or Operation Eiche (Oak) was the rescue of Italian dictator Benito Mussolini by German
paratroopers and Waffen-SS commandos in September 1943.
• Use at anytime Rome is captured. Italy does not surrender or surrender IPP until all Italian units are
removed from the game or Germany surrenders. New capital can be any Italian or German territory.
Sheikh Mahmut was an attempt to establish bases in Iraq.
• Place three German partisans in Iraq.
• Follow partisan rules.
• Germany draws Iraq’s income and bonus income until eliminated.
Operation François was an attempt to use the dissident Qashqai people in Iran to sabotage British and
American supplies bound for the Soviet Union.
• Place three German partisans in Tehran.
• Follow partisan rules.
• Germany draws Iran’s income until eliminated.
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Operation Bajadere. January 1942 infiltration conducted by a paratroop force of the Indian Legion. The
forces were tasked to infiltrate into India through Baluchistan and commence sabotage operations against
the British assets in preparation for an anticipated national revolt in India against the Raj.
• Place three German partisans in New Delhi.
• Follow partisan rules.
Unternehmen Hummer agents and saboteurs to infiltrate Britain from Norway and Northern France.
• Place three German partisans in Scotland.
• Follow partisan rules.
Wolf were sabotage operations behind Soviet lines.
• Place six German partisans in any number of Soviet territories.
• Follow partisan rules.

1.8 Wunderwaffe
Prüfstand XII (Test stand) German program to develop submarine-launched
V-2.
• Completes one of the following research paths if they have been
started: Advanced Submarines or Strategic Rockets.
◊ Or, if the Advanced Submarines and Strategic Rockets are
already complete then German submarines may now launch
rockets from submarines. Attack values for V2 are the same as
strategic rockets.

Mistel (mistletoe), was the larger, unmanned component of a composite aircraft configuration. The composite comprised a small piloted control aircraft mounted above a large explosives-carrying drone, the Mistel.
The most successful of these used a modified Junkers Ju 88 bomber, with the entire nose-located crew
compartment filled with a large load of explosives. The upper component was a fighter aircraft, joined by
struts. The combination would be flown to its target by a pilot in the fighter; then the unmanned bomber
was released to hit its target and explode, leaving the fighter free to return to base. The first such composite
aircraft flew in July 1943 and was further implemented by Luftwaffe test unit Kampfgeschwader (KG) 200.
• Provides KG200 roundel which gives a fighter attack capability of a medium bomber. Defense and
range values are those of a fighter.
• If the unit is destroyed the KG200 roundel can be transferred to another fighter unit.
Operation Caesar was a secret mission carried out to supply Japan with advanced technology to fuel their
war machine.
• Provide Japan any technology that is completed by Germany.
• Lend lease supply path is subject to interdiction and blockade.
• Units are available for purchase on the Japanese turn.
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Wunderwaffe. German miracle weapons advances technology to full implementation. A prototype of that
weapon begins the turn in any territory with a factory.
• Complete any technology track that has already been started to completion.
• Units are immediately available for purchase.
• Below is a table of results for a completed technology:
Technology Track

Result

Technology Track

Result

Advanced Artillery

3 Advanced Artillery

Advanced ASW

2 Destroyers

Advanced Mechanized

3 Advanced Mechanized

Strategic Rockets

2 Facilities

Heavy Armor

2 Heavy Tanks

Advanced Radar

2 Radar

Jet Aircraft

1 Jet Aircraft

Wartime Economy

Roll 4D6 this turn only

Heavy Bombers

1 Heavy Strategic

Improved Factory

1 Minor Factory

Long Range Aircraft

1 Fighter

Improved Shipyard

2 Transports

Advanced Submarines

2 Advanced Submarines

2.0 GAME VALUES SUMMARY
This is a summary of the War Plans organized by the Commands that can implement them.
Command

War Plan

Advantage

Kriegsmarine

Surface Raids

2 destroyers, move 6 spaces

Kriegsmarine

Unterseeboote Raids

4 submarines, move 6 spaces

Oberbefehlshaber West

Fall Richard

1 light tank, 2 infantry, 1 tactical bomber, -1
Spanish defense

Oberbefehlshaber West

Seelöwe

+1 fighter attack, 3 destroyers carry 1
infantry each

Oberbefehlshaber West

Operation Attila

+1 attack, 1 medium tank, 1 mechanized,
chance to capture Vichy navy

Oberbefehlshaber West

Operation Mondscheinsonate

1 fighter, 1 medium bomber, +1 aircraft
attack
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Command

War Plan

Advantage

Oberbefehlshaber West

Operation Tannenbaum

US, UK, Free French lose half income this
round

Oberbefehlshaber West

Wacht am Rhein

3 partisans, 1 paratrooper, +1 aircraft attack

Oberbefehlshaber Ost

Lachsfang

1 light tank, 1 artillery, 3 infantry, +1 attack

Oberbefehlshaber Ost

Case Blue

1 tank, 1 mechanized, 1 artillery, 2 infantry,
+1 attack

Oberbefehlshaber Ost

Feuerzauber

5 infantry, 1 artillery, attack toward Leningrad

Oberbefehlshaber Ost

Unternehmen Zitadelle

3 heavy or 4 medium tanks

Oberbefehlshaber Süd

Gertrud

1 light tank, 1 mechanized, 1 artillery, 2
infantry, +1 attack, 1 partisan in Kars

Oberbefehlshaber Süd

Operation Isabella

1 light tank, 2 infantry, 1 tactical bomber,
defecting units

Oberbefehlshaber Süd

Unternehmen Herkules

1 German Strategic Bomber and 1 paratrooper, 1 Italian infantry and artillery,
attack on Italy’s turn

Oberbefehlshaber Süd

Unternehmen Aïda

2 German light tank, 3 mechanized infantry,
-1 attack, attack on Italy’s turn

Abwehr

Gran Sasso Raid

Italy does not surrender

Abwehr

Sheikh Mahmut

3 German partisans Iraq w/ income

Abwehr

Operation François

3 German partisans Iran w/ income

Abwehr

Operation Bajadere

3 German partisans New Delhi

Abwehr

Unternehmen Hummer

3 German partisans Scotland

Abwehr

Wolf

6 German partisans in any number of Soviet
territories

Wunderwaffe

Prüfstand XII

Advance submarines, strategic rockets

Wunderwaffe

Mistel

KG200 roundel gives a fighter attack capability of a medium bomber

Wunderwaffe

Operation Caesar

Provide Japan any completed tech

Wunderwaffe

Wunderwaffe

Completes any technology
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3.0 PARTISANS
3.1 Partisan Generation:
German partisans are generated by war plans listed above. These rules can be incorporated with Partisan
expansion if used.

3.2 Partisan’s characteristics:
Unit

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Partisan

0

1

0

0

3.3 Impact:
A partisan can never capture territory. A Partisan does not affect enemy units or other partisans in the same
zone. The partisan is ignored for all purposes except as explicitly stated in the rules.
• A partisan prohibits the tracing of a supply path or strategic rail movement through the zone unless there is at least 1 opposing infantry-class unit present for each Partisan.
• Opposing units may only roll one attack against a partisan unit. Failure results in both units occupying the same territory.
• Partisans reduce income to “0” for that territory if uncontested.

3.4 Transformation:
Two partisans controlled by the same nation may form an infantry unit during the combat movement phase
of its controlling major power’s turn. The unit is treated as if it had combat moved into the territory.

3.5 Partisan Actions:
The following are additional actions Partisans may take. Each partisan only takes one such
action per turn during the Combat phase. Each action has a chance of success (on a D12).
• Recruitment: Partisans spread propaganda and attempt to recruit more partisans.
Success (a roll of 1-2) creates 1 partisan of the same type that is placed immediately
(it may not take any actions until its next turn).
• Sabotage: Choose a facility or railway in the same land zone and roll a D12. If partisans succeed
(roll of 1-3) they do that much damage to the facility or railway.
• Resource Disruption: Roll a D12. If partisans succeed (roll of 1-3) the opposing player pays the
number on the dice to the bank.
• Invasion Support: A partisan may assist Attacking land units using this action before the start of
combat. The Partisan rolls a D12. On a 1-5 it gives an Attacking land unit of its choice a +1 Attack
roll.
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